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Need extra lighting when it’s dark? 

Then our Noctis work light is for you! In a practical design with a handle and magnetic base, it can be 
used anywhere you need to go. Its 4 lighting modes and 5-hour battery life guarantee straightforward 
and effective use. This product comes with a charger + cigarette lighter plug.

Item code : LIGHT-LAMP-NOCTIS

• PORTABLE LED LIGHT

NOCTIS WORK LIGHT

- 1200 lumens
- Battery life: 3 to 5 hours (in 100% mode)
- Magnetic base 
- 4 modes: 100% white LED - 30% energy-saving - SOS mode - 100% orange LED
- 18 Watt
- Light source : 6 pces x 3W CREE
- Charging time via charger/cigarette lighter socket 3 - 5hrs
- 7.4 V 7200mA lithium battery

Features :

5h001200 LM 4 MODES
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NOCTIS WORK LIGHT

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE:

- Charge the battery to 100% before using the light for the first time. You are advised to recharge the battery every 3 

months if you do not use the product very often.

- The product may overheat during charging, so do not place it beside flammable items while charging.

- Use only the charger supplied with the product. Other chargers may harm the battery

Warning: The light is weatherproof but cannot be used underwater.

100% white LED mode

 30% energy-saving mode

 SOS mode

100% orange LED mode

ON/OFF
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In the event of destruction of the product, AMS undertakes to recover it free of charge for recycling (even after its warranty)


